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Paul A. Gilje
HB $145.009780521762359 To Swear like a Sailor

This book explores American maritime world, including cursing, language, logbooks, storytelling,
sailor songs, reading, and material culture.

American history

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Edited by Frank Costigliola , Michael Hogan
HB $155.009781107054189 Explaining the History of American Foreign Relations

This volume presents substantially revised and new essays on methodology and approaches in
foreign and international relations history.

American history

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Karen M. Tani
HB $160.009781107076846 States of Dependency

This book recounts the transformation of American poor relief in the decades spanning the New Deal
and the War on Poverty.

American history

AUD $
$172.95NZD $

Karen M. Tani
PB $54.959781107434080 States of Dependency

This book recounts the transformation of American poor relief in the decades spanning the New Deal
and the War on Poverty.

American history

AUD $
$59.95NZD $

Edited by Frank Costigliola , Michael Hogan
PB $49.959781107637856 Explaining the History of American Foreign Relations

This volume presents substantially revised and new essays on methodology and approaches in
foreign and international relations history.

American history

AUD $
$54.95NZD $

Mary Loeffelholz
PB $42.959781107445864 The Value of Emily Dickinson

This is the first compact introduction to Dickinson to focus principally on her poems and why they
matter to readers.

American literature

AUD $
$46.95NZD $

W. O. E. Oesterley
PB $44.959781316601631 The Sacred Dance

First published in 1923, this book presents a discussion of 'the part played by the Sacred Dance
among the peoples of antiquity'.

Anthropology

AUD $
$48.95NZD $

J. W. Dungey
PB $58.959781316601877 Cosmic Electrodynamics

Originally published in 1958, this textbook was primarily designed for undergraduate students and
presents a classical account of cosmic electrodynamics.

Astronomy

AUD $
$63.95NZD $

Edited by Richard S. Grayson , Fearghal McGarry
PB $56.959781316509272 Remembering 1916

Pioneering analysis of how the Easter Rising and the Battle of the Somme have been remembered in
Ireland since 1916.

British history

AUD $
$61.95NZD $

Richard Tarrant
PB $54.959780521158992 Texts, Editors, and Readers

A critical reassessment of the methods of Latin textual criticism and editing, in a form accessible to
non-specialists.

Classical studies

AUD $
$60.95NZD $

Richard Tarrant
HB $175.009780521766579 Texts, Editors, and Readers

A critical reassessment of the methods of Latin textual criticism and editing, in a form accessible to
non-specialists.

Classical studies

AUD $
$192.95NZD $
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Steve Mason
HB $215.009780521853293 A History of the Jewish War

This book revisits the context and causes of the first war between Jews and Romans (AD 66 to 74).Classical studies

AUD $
$236.95NZD $Firm sale only

Courtney Roby
HB $170.009781107077300 Technical Ekphrasis in Greek and Roman Science and Literature

Analyzes the rhetorical and visual strategies used in technical texts and non-technical literature to
describe technological artifacts.

Classical studies

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Raymond Kania
HB $150.009781107080850 Virgil's  Eclogues  and the Art of Fiction

A new, comprehensive study of Virgil's Eclogues that reinterprets an ancient text and genre as
imaginative fiction.

Classical studies

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

William Storm
HB $155.009781107145757 Dramaturgy and Dramatic Character

William Storm delivers a wide-ranging investigation of character in drama from ancient beginnings to
the present day.

Drama and theatre

AUD $
$167.95NZD $

Michal Nemčok
HB $215.009781107025837 Rifts and Passive Margins

This is a comprehensive synthesis of state-of-the-art information on vitally important hydrocarbon
habitats for advanced geology students and researchers, exploration geoscientists, and petroleum
managers.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$236.95NZD $Firm sale only

Axel Kleidon
HB $205.009781107029941 Thermodynamic Foundations of the Earth System

An accessible book for graduate students and researchers that describes how the laws of
thermodynamics apply to Earth system processes.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Jianping Li , Richard Swinbank , Richard Grotjahn , Hans Volkert

HB $205.009781107071421 Dynamics and Predictability of Large-Scale, High-Impact Weather and
Climate Events

This book examines the dynamical processes between high-impact weather and climate events, and
between atmospheric and ocean phenomena.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Carolus J. Schrijver , Frances Bagenal , Jan J. Sojka

HB $150.009781107090477 Heliophysics: Active Stars, their Astrospheres, and Impacts on Planetary
Environments

Taking an interdisciplinary approach, this book explores what makes the conditions on Earth 'just
right' to sustain life.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$162.95NZD $

Susan Rose-Ackerman , Bonnie J. Palifka
HB $190.009781107081208 Corruption and Government

This new edition of a 1999 classic shows how institutionalized corruption can be fought through
sophisticated political-economic reform.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$205.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Michael D. Bordo , Mark A. Wynne
HB $165.009781107141445 The Federal Reserve's Role in the Global Economy

Leading academics and senior policy makers provide an international perspective on the changing
role of the US Federal Reserve System.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Susan Rose-Ackerman , Bonnie J. Palifka
PB $62.959781107441095 Corruption and Government

This new edition of a 1999 classic shows how institutionalized corruption can be fought through
sophisticated political-economic reform.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$67.95NZD $
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Humberto Barreto
PB $47.959781107584983 Teaching Macroeconomics with Microsoft Excel®

Humberto Barreto shows professors how to teach macroeconomic models and incorporate data
using Microsoft Excel® with free files and videos.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$51.95NZD $

John H. S. Lee
HB $220.009781107106307 The Gas Dynamics of Explosions

Presents the fundamentals of gas dynamics for graduate students and researchers in the subject.Engineering

AUD $
$237.95NZD $Firm sale only

Peter Gevorkian
HB $205.009781107120372 Solar Power Generation Problems, Solutions and Monitoring

This book is a valuable resource for researchers, professionals and graduate students interested in
solar power system design.

Engineering

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Christopher Earls Brennen
HB $205.009781107139602 Thermo-Hydraulics of Nuclear Reactors

This book provides a concise summary of the essential thermo-hydraulic analyses and design
principles of nuclear reactors for electricity generation.

Engineering

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Guowang Miao , Jens Zander , Ki Won Sung , Slimane Ben Slimane
HB $165.009781107143210 Fundamentals of Mobile Data Networks

Learn the fundamentals of efficient design and management of state-of-the-art mobile data networks
with this unique and comprehensive text.

Engineering

AUD $
$178.95NZD $

Rob Conkie

HB $150.009781107072992

Writing Performative Shakespeares

This original and innovative study offers the reader an inventive analysis of Shakespeare in
performance.

English literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $AUS Author

Jessica Straley
HB $150.009781107127524 Evolution and Imagination in Victorian Children's Literature

An interdisciplinary study that explores the impact of evolutionary theory on Victorian children's
literature.

English literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Louise Curran
HB $150.009781107131514 Samuel Richardson and the Art of Letter-Writing

Examines Samuel Richardson's letters and novels, and explores the interconnection between fiction
and correspondence in eighteenth-century literature.

English literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Kate Rumbold
HB $150.009781107132405 Shakespeare and the Eighteenth-Century Novel

Explores the significant presence of Shakespeare in major novels of the eighteenth and
early-nineteenth centuries.

English literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Adam Hammond
PB $42.959781107615076 Literature in the Digital Age

This book guides readers through the most salient theoretical and creative possibilities opened up by
the shift to digital literary forms.

English literature

AUD $
$47.95NZD $

A. B. Ramsay
PB $30.959781316601716 Flos Malvae

Originally published in 1946, this book presents poems in Latin by Allen Beville Ramsay, Master of
Magdalene College, Cambridge from 1925 to 1947.

English literature

AUD $
$33.95NZD $
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Edited by Ignacio M. Sänchez Prado , Anna M. Nogar , José Ramón Ruisánchez Serra
HB $190.009781107099807 A History of Mexican Literature

A History of Mexican Literature examines the literary culture of Mexico from its indigenous beginnings
to the twenty-first century.

European and world
literature

AUD $
$205.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by R. W. Ladborough
PB $30.959781316601686 Jean Rotrou: Le véritable Saint Genest

First published in 1954, this book presents the complete French text of Le véritable Saint Genest, a
1647 play by Jean Rotrou (1609–50).

European and world
literature

AUD $
$33.95NZD $

Edited by A. Wilson-Green
PB $30.959781316601709 Gringoire

First published in 1916, this book contains the text of Gringoire, a comedy written by Théodore de
Banville (1823–91).

European and world
literature

AUD $
$33.95NZD $

Adam T. Rosenbaum
HB $155.009781107111950 Bavarian Tourism and the Modern World, 1800–1950

This book examines the connections between Bavarian tourism and the turbulent experience of
German modernity for Germans and foreign tourists.

European history

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Alex J. Kay
HB $165.009781107146341 The Making of an SS Killer

The first in-depth biography of a frontline Holocaust perpetrator from one of the SS mobile killing
squads.

European history

AUD $
$178.95NZD $

W. H. Watson
PB $58.959781316601839 On Understanding Physics

This book attempts to illuminate and implicate the inextricably entwined nature of philosophy and
physics and the importance of logic.

General science

AUD $
$63.95NZD $

Edited by Joerg Baten
HB $165.009781107104709 A History of the Global Economy

An accessible introduction to global economic development since 1500 complete with case studies of
key themes, individuals, processes and events.

History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$178.95NZD $

Matthias Schmelzer
HB $155.009781107130609 The Hegemony of Growth

The first comprehensive historical overview of the OECD's role in the concept of economic growth
becoming an international norm.

History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$167.95NZD $

Edited by Joerg Baten
PB $54.959781107507180 A History of the Global Economy

An accessible introduction to global economic development since 1500 complete with case studies of
key themes, individuals, processes and events.

History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$59.95NZD $

Richard von Glahn
HB $195.009781107030565 The Economic History of China

The first comprehensive study of China's economic development across 3,000 years of history to be
published in English.

History - other areas

AUD $
$210.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Louise D'Arcens

HB $175.009781107086715

The Cambridge Companion to Medievalism

An introduction to medievalism offering a balance of accessibility and sophistication, with
comprehensive overviews as well as detailed case studies.

History - other areas

AUD $
$192.95NZD $AUS Editor
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Edited by Paulina Alberto , Eduardo Elena
HB $185.009781107107632 Rethinking Race in Modern Argentina

This book reconsiders the relationship between race and nation in Argentina during the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries.

History - other areas

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Louise D'Arcens

PB $54.959781107451650

The Cambridge Companion to Medievalism

An introduction to medievalism offering a balance of accessibility and sophistication, with
comprehensive overviews as well as detailed case studies.

History - other areas

AUD $
$60.95NZD $AUS Editor

Douglas Biber , Bethany Gray
HB $160.009781107009264 Grammatical Complexity in Academic English

Using corpus-based analyses, the book challenges widely held beliefs about grammatical complexity,
academic writing, and linguistic change in written English.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Kate Beeching
HB $160.009781107032767 Pragmatic Markers in British English

An exploration of how 'well', 'I mean', 'just', 'sort of', 'like' and 'you know' are used in contemporary
British English.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Edited by Ralph Ludwig , Steve Pagel , Peter Mühlhäusler

HB $185.009781107041356

Linguistic Ecology and Language Contact

This book revisits and updates the concept of linguistic ecology, outlining applications to a variety of
contact situations worldwide.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$203.95NZD $AUS Editor

Firm sale only

Rudolf Botha
HB $210.009781107135130 Language Evolution

Addresses the question: how can we unravel the evolution of language, given that there is no direct
evidence about it?

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$226.95NZD $Firm sale only

Eve V. Clark
HB $165.009781107143005 First Language Acquisition

Fully updated throughout, this new edition provides a comprehensive exploration of how children
acquire a first language effectively.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$178.95NZD $

Rudolf Botha
PB $77.959781316501078 Language Evolution

Addresses the question: how can we unravel the evolution of language, given that there is no direct
evidence about it?

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$84.95NZD $

Eve V. Clark
PB $70.959781316507605 First Language Acquisition

Fully updated throughout, this new edition provides a comprehensive exploration of how children
acquire a first language effectively.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$76.95NZD $

C. W. Wordsworth
PB $51.959781316601747 Exercises in French Prose and Free Composition

Originally published in 1938, this book provides exercises in French prose and free composition for
school students.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$56.95NZD $

Edited by E. K. Bennett
PB $47.959781316601754 Passages from German Authors for Unseen Translation

Originally published in 1925, this book presents a series of passages intended for translation by
advanced students of German.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$51.95NZD $
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Edited by G. T. Ungoed
PB $35.959781316601761 Der Zuave

First published in 1913, this book contains an adaptation of Ein Schloss in den Ardennen by the
German author Friedrich Wilhelm von Hackländer.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$38.95NZD $

Compiled by R. L. Graeme Ritchie , Claudine I. Simons
PB $47.959781316601778 French Passages for Translation

Originally published in 1941, this book contains a series of passages in French gathered together to
provide material for students practising English translation.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$51.95NZD $

Karl Breul
PB $47.959781316601785 The Teaching of Modern Foreign Languages and the Training of Teachers

First published in 1909, this book presents a discussion of the educational process in relation to
modern languages.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$51.95NZD $

Edited by Alison Duxbury , Matthew Groves

HB $185.009781107042377

Military Justice in the Modern Age

Military justice is changing rapidly due to both domestic and international influences. This book
explains what is happening and why.

Law

AUD $
$203.95NZD $AUS Editors

Firm sale only

Matthew S. Erie
HB $220.009781107053373 China and Islam

This book is the first ethnographic study of Muslim minorities' practice of Islamic law in contemporary
China.

Law

AUD $
$237.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Kees Bastmeijer
HB $225.009781107057890 Wilderness Protection in Europe

Assesses to what extent wilderness areas in Europe receive protection under international
conventions, EU directives and domestic law.

Law

AUD $
$247.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Tsvi Kahana , Anat Scolnicov
HB $160.009781107066502 Boundaries of State, Boundaries of Rights

The book explores the various and sometimes unexpected ways in which states, human rights, and
private actors intersect.

Law

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Gian Luigi Albano , Caroline Nicholas
HB $165.009781107077966 The Law and Economics of Framework Agreements

This book addresses the increasing demand for a logical understanding of how framework
agreement should be used and implemented.

Law

AUD $
$178.95NZD $

Julio Ríos-Figueroa
HB $175.009781107079786 Constitutional Courts as Mediators

The book proposes an informational theory of constitutional review highlighting the mediator role of
constitutional courts in democratic conflict solving.

Law

AUD $
$189.95NZD $

Edited by Curtis A. Bradley
HB $195.009781107082670 Custom's Future

In this book, leading experts consider the future role of customary international law in addressing
global problems.

Law

AUD $
$210.95NZD $Firm sale only

Audrey R. Chapman
HB $195.009781107088122 Global Health, Human Rights and the Challenge of Neoliberal Policies

An in-depth review of the challenges of neoliberal models and policies for realizing the right to health.Law

AUD $
$210.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Edited by Catherine Stanton , Hannah Quirk
HB $155.009781107091825 Criminalising Contagion

A multidisciplinary and international examination of the developing debates around using the criminal
law to sanction disease transmission.

Law

AUD $
$167.95NZD $

Edited by Bertram Lomfeld , Alessandro Somma , Peer Zumbansen
HB $185.009781107095908 Reshaping Markets

Using an interdisciplinary approach, this book explains the role of private law in governing markets.Law

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Mohammad Shahabuddin
HB $165.009781107096790 Ethnicity and International Law

An historical analysis of how ethnicity shaped international law and why it is relevant to minorities
and ethnic conflicts today.

Law

AUD $
$178.95NZD $

Damilola S. Olawuyi
HB $190.009781107105515 The Human Rights-Based Approach to Carbon Finance

Outlines a human rights-based approach to carbon finance, a framework for mainstreaming human
rights into carbon project implementation.

Law

AUD $
$205.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Damian Chalmers , Markus Jachtenfuchs , Christian Joerges
HB $82.959781107107182 The End of the Eurocrats' Dream

This theory-guided interdisciplinary study provides a broad conceptual perspective on the current EU
crisis which goes beyond short-term detailed analysis.

Law

AUD $
$89.95NZD $

David Kosař
HB $215.009781107112124 Perils of Judicial Self-Government in Transitional Societies

This book investigates the mechanisms of judicial control to determine an efficient methodology for
independence and accountability.

Law

AUD $
$236.95NZD $Firm sale only

Guido Rossi
HB $330.009781107112285 Insurance in Elizabethan England

Examines the origins of English insurance, focusing on the first English insurance code and its
proximity to continental mercantile practice.

Law

AUD $
$356.95NZD $Firm sale only

Iyad Zahalka
HB $165.009781107114586 Shari'a in the Modern Era

In this book, a judge at the Shari'a Court of Jerusalem explains the religious law of Muslim minorities.
Law

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Markus Gunneflo
HB $160.009781107114852 Targeted Killing

Explores the emergence of targeted killing in Israeli and US statecraft and in the international law of
force.

Law

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Pascal Kamina
HB $215.009781107120747 Film Copyright in the European Union

This second edition details the substantial developments in EU law during the last decade, including
major cases, new treaties and new directives.

Law

AUD $
$232.95NZD $Firm sale only

Ania Zbyszewska
HB $165.009781107121256 Gendering European Working Time Regimes

Ania Zbyszewska's feminist, socio-legal approach to the European working time regime examines its
gender dynamics and influence in the Polish working time reform.

Law

AUD $
$178.95NZD $
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Edited by Andrew T. Kenyon

HB $190.009781107123649

Comparative Defamation and Privacy Law

Leading experts from common law jurisdictions examine defamation and privacy, two major and
interrelated issues for law and media.

Law

AUD $
$205.95NZD $AUS Editor

Firm sale only

Edited by Allen D. Hertzke , Timothy Samuel Shah
HB $225.009781107124721 Christianity and Freedom

This volume examines the contributions of Christian minorities to societies across the globe in the
midst of pressure and persecution.

Law

AUD $
$247.95NZD $Firm sale only

Jeff King
HB $160.009781107128019 The Doctrine of Odious Debt in International Law

This book outlines how odious debts are not legally binding under international or domestic law,
contrary to widely held legal opinion.

Law

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Edited by Grégoire Mallard , Jérôme Sgard
HB $190.009781107130913 Contractual Knowledge

At a micro level, this collection unveils the contractual knowledge that led to the globalization of
markets over the last century.

Law

AUD $
$209.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Ruth L. Okediji
HB $220.009781107132375 Copyright Law in an Age of Limitations and Exceptions

In this book, leading scholars analyze the important role played by copyright exceptions in economic
and cultural productivity.

Law

AUD $
$237.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Kim Rubenstein , Katharine G. Young

HB $225.009781107138575

The Public Law of Gender

Examines the public law of gender and equality from the perspectives of comparative constitutional
law, international law and governance.

Law

AUD $
$247.95NZD $AUS Editor

Firm sale only

Edited by C. L. Lim
HB $215.009781107139060 Alternative Visions of the International Law on Foreign Investment

These essays pay tribute to M. Sornarajah's illustrious career and explore alternative visions of
international investment law and arbitration.

Law

AUD $
$232.95NZD $Firm sale only

Gary Chartier
HB $165.009781107140608 Public Practice, Private Law

Elaborates an appealing model of marriage, rooted in love, for same-sex and different-sex couples,
that doesn't involve the state.

Law

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Lawrence A. Cunningham
HB $185.009781107141490 Contracts in the Real World

This book explores the complexities of contracts in a real world context through a series of engaging
real life stories.

Law

AUD $
$199.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by P. G. Turner
HB $170.009781107142732 Equity and Administration

What is equity? This book explores modern equity's nature, especially its facilitative character and its
role in common law systems.

Law

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Omer Shapira
HB $270.009781107143043 A Theory of Mediators' Ethics

Omer Shapira proposes and justifies a theory of mediators' ethics which guides mediators' conduct
and applies to mediators at large.

Law

AUD $
$291.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Matthew Kennedy
HB $190.009781107144682 WTO Dispute Settlement and the TRIPS Agreement

Matthew Kennedy exposes the challenges created by the integration and independence of TRIPS
within the WTO.

Law

AUD $
$205.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Joanna Jemielniak , Laura Nielsen , Henrik Palmer Olsen
HB $165.009781107147102 Establishing Judicial Authority in International Economic Law

This book discusses how international judicial authority is established and managed in the field of
international economic law.

Law

AUD $
$178.95NZD $

Edited by Curtis A. Bradley
PB $70.959781107443105 Custom's Future

In this book, leading experts consider the future role of customary international law in addressing
global problems.

Law

AUD $
$76.95NZD $

Carlos Closa , Lorenzo Casini , Omri Sender
PB $145.009781107578586 Comparative Regional Integration

Groundbreaking comparative analysis of governance systems and institutional choices in different
regional and international organizations.

Law

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Peter van den Bossche , Denise Prévost
PB $47.959781107638938 Essentials of WTO Law

This concise and reader-friendly overview of WTO law is essential reading for anyone needing an
introduction to this complex field.

Law

AUD $
$51.95NZD $

Lawrence A. Cunningham
PB $54.959781316506585 Contracts in the Real World

This book explores the complexities of contracts in a real world context through a series of engaging
real life stories.

Law

AUD $
$59.95NZD $

Kheng-Lian Koh , Nicholas Robinson , Lin Heng Lye
PB $89.959781316604311 ASEAN Environmental Legal Integration

This fascinating study looks at current ASEAN environmental law and reveals how it may adapt to
future developments.

Law

AUD $
$97.95NZD $

Edited by William T. Loging

HB $130.009780521768009 Bioinformatics and Computational Biology in Drug Discovery and
Development

A comprehensive overview of the use of computational biology approaches in the drug discovery and
development process.

Life sciences

AUD $
$143.95NZD $

Dean A. Shepherd , Trenton Williams , Marcus Wolfe , Holger Patzelt
HB $185.009781107129276 Learning from Entrepreneurial Failure

Provides an in-depth examination of the psychological obstacles to learning from entrepreneurial
failure and how these can be overcome.

Management

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Phanish Puranam , Bart Vanneste
PB $70.959781107544048 Corporate Strategy

Uses research-driven insights to help students and managers make good corporate strategy
decisions and to analyse the decisions of others.

Management

AUD $
$76.95NZD $

Giovanni Molica Bisci , Vicentiu D. Radulescu , Raffaella Servadei
HB $205.009781107111943 Variational Methods for Nonlocal Fractional Problems

A thorough graduate-level introduction to the variational analysis of nonlinear problems described by
nonlocal operators.

Mathematics

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Edited by James C. Robinson , José L. Rodrigo , Witold Sadowski , Alejandro Vidal-López
PB $115.009781107554979 Recent Progress in the Theory of the Euler and Navier–Stokes Equations

Accessible summary of a wide range of active research topics written by leaders in their field,
including exciting new results.

Mathematics

AUD $
$126.95NZD $

C. M. Jessop
PB $63.959781316601815 Quartic Surfaces with Singular Points

Originally published in 1916, this book provides a concise account of the leading properties of quartic
surfaces possessing nodes or nodal curves.

Mathematics

AUD $
$69.95NZD $

H. Webb
PB $58.959781316601822 Ten-Minute Exercises

Originally published in 1938, this book provides a series of exercises in arithmetic intended to take
pupils ten minutes to complete.

Mathematics

AUD $
$63.95NZD $

Edited by Roger S. McIntyre , Edited in association with Danielle S. Cha
HB $215.009781107074583 Cognitive Impairment in Major Depressive Disorder

The first book to comprehensively assemble research, clinical, and public policy perspectives on
cognitive dysfunction in major depressive disorder.

Medicine

AUD $
$236.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Michael Kyrios , Richard Moulding , Guy Doron , Sunil S. Bhar , Maja Nedeljkovic ,
Mario Mikulincer , Foreword by Aaron T. Beck

HB $145.009781107079144

The Self in Understanding and Treating Psychological Disorders

A unique exploration of how the 'self' influences psychopathology, psychotherapy, emphasizing the
need to integrate self-constructs into evidence-based conceptual models.

Medicine

AUD $
$159.95NZD $AUS Editor

Edited by Philip J. Steer , Michael A. Gatzoulis
HB $285.009781107095946 Heart Disease and Pregnancy

A comprehensive and authoritative text covering maternity and cardiac care in all causes of heart
disease - congenital and acquired.

Medicine

AUD $
$307.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Marcos Meseguer

1 $230.009781107593268 Time-Lapse Microscopy in In-Vitro Fertilization Hardback with Online
Resource

Including access to over 180 high-quality video sequences, this atlas provides a comprehensive
guide to an increasingly used IVF technique.

Medicine

AUD $
$253.95NZD $Firm sale only

B. Mark Keegan
PB $135.009781107680401 Common Pitfalls in Multiple Sclerosis and CNS Demyelinating Diseases

Guides readers through a number of clinical cases defining MS and ruling out competing causes,
using specific clinical examples.

Medicine

AUD $
$145.95NZD $

Stephen M. Stahl
PB $120.009781316502495 Stahl's Self-Assessment Examination in Psychiatry

This book features one hundred and fifty updated self-assessment questions designed to help the
reader prepare for ABPN examinations and achieve CME and MoC credits towards reaccreditation.

Medicine

AUD $
$129.95NZD $

Edited by Russell Hartenberger
HB $195.009781107093454 The Cambridge Companion to Percussion

This Companion explores percussion and rhythm and is written by performers, composers,
conductors, scholars, instrument designers, and scientists.

Music

AUD $
$210.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Jeremy Shearmur , Geoffrey Stokes

PB $54.959780521672429

The Cambridge Companion to Popper

This is one of the most comprehensive collections of critical essays to be published on the
philosophy of Karl Popper.

Philosophy

AUD $
$59.95NZD $AUS Editors
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Edited by Jeremy Shearmur , Geoffrey Stokes

HB $175.009780521856454

The Cambridge Companion to Popper

This is one of the most comprehensive collections of critical essays to be published on the
philosophy of Karl Popper.

Philosophy

AUD $
$189.95NZD $AUS Editors

John C. Moskop
HB $185.009781107015470 Ethics and Health Care

This book is a concise introduction to the fundamental issues and debates in health care ethics.Philosophy

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Sanford C. Goldberg
HB $185.009781107069671 The Brain in a Vat

This collection of new essays examines the brain-in-a-vat scenario and its implications, analyses and
impact.

Philosophy

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Shlomi Segall
HB $155.009781107129818 Why Inequality Matters

This book explores and defends the view that inequality is intrinsically bad when and because it
leads to arbitrary disadvantage.

Philosophy

AUD $
$167.95NZD $

Ernst Tugendhat , Translated by P. A. Gorner
HB $180.009781107145337 Traditional and Analytical Philosophy

This book is P. A. Gorner's English translation of Ernst Tugendhat's major philosophical work.Philosophy

AUD $
$194.95NZD $Firm sale only

John C. Moskop
PB $54.959781107601758 Ethics and Health Care

This book is a concise introduction to the fundamental issues and debates in health care ethics.
Philosophy

AUD $
$60.95NZD $

Edited by Sanford C. Goldberg
PB $54.959781107643383 The Brain in a Vat

This collection of new essays examines the brain-in-a-vat scenario and its implications, analyses and
impact.

Philosophy

AUD $
$60.95NZD $

Ernst Tugendhat , Translated by P. A. Gorner
PB $44.959781316508893 Traditional and Analytical Philosophy

This book is P. A. Gorner's English translation of Ernst Tugendhat's major philosophical work.
Philosophy

AUD $
$48.95NZD $

N. Feather
PB $58.959781316601846 Nuclear Stability Rules

Originally published in 1952, this book was developed to provide a survey of experiments in nuclear
physics.

Physics

AUD $
$63.95NZD $

Ho-Won Jeong
HB $155.009781107026407 International Negotiation

An in-depth introduction to negotiation, drawing on numerous real-world examples. Accompanied by
a rich suite of online resources.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$167.95NZD $

Joseph Sassoon
HB $150.009781107043190 Anatomy of Authoritarianism in the Arab Republics

Examines the system of authoritarianism in eight Arab republics, including life under these regimes
and the mechanisms underpinning their resilience.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$162.95NZD $

Roger Karapin
HB $185.009781107074392 Political Opportunities for Climate Policy

This book examines the causes of effective climate policies in the US, through statistical analysis and
three longitudinal case studies.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Edited by C. J. Jenner , Tran Truong Thuy
HB $170.009781107081420 The South China Sea

An empirical analysis of the global ocean's most contested maritime territory, the South China Sea
and its agents of contest.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Emma Hutchison

HB $180.009781107095014

Affective Communities in World Politics

A systematic examination of emotions and world politics, showing how emotions underpin political
agency and collective action after trauma.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$194.95NZD $AUS Author

Firm sale only

Daniel Corstange
HB $160.009781107106673 The Price of a Vote in the Middle East

Some ethnic communities receive generous material rewards for their political support, whilst others
only receive very modest payoffs.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$172.95NZD $

Edited by R. Michael Alvarez
HB $155.009781107107885 Computational Social Science

This book provides an overview of cutting-edge approaches to computational social science.
Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Pamela J. Clouser McCann
HB $150.009781107110465 The Federal Design Dilemma

This book explores decision making for members of Congress with state-level constituents weighing
state versus national implementation and outcomes.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$162.95NZD $

Kevin Olson
HB $160.009781107113237 Imagined Sovereignties

Imagined Sovereignties provokes new ways of imagining popular politics by critically examining the
idea of 'the power of the people'.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$172.95NZD $

Paul O. Carrese
HB $155.009781107121058 Democracy in Moderation

A rediscovery of Montesquieu's legacy in shaping America's complex political order including
influence on Washington's practical moderation.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Edited by Juanita Elias , Lena Rethel
HB $150.009781107122338 The Everyday Political Economy of Southeast Asia

This book explores the way that forms of economic policymaking are sustained and challenged by
everyday practices across Southeast Asia.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Barbara Koremenos
HB $180.009781107124233 The Continent of International Law

This book demonstrates theoretically and empirically how international law's detailed design
provisions help states cooperate despite harsh international political realities.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$194.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Jeffery A. Jenkins , Eric M. Patashnik
HB $155.009781107126381 Congress and Policy Making in the 21st Century

Leading political scientists analyze how Congress tackles - and fails to tackle - national challenges,
from health care to immigration.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Edited by Swen Hutter , Edgar Grande , Hanspeter Kriesi
HB $195.009781107129412 Politicising Europe

Maps and explains how and why European integration has become politicised.Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$210.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Frank Lovett
HB $155.009781107130647 A Republic of Law

Frank Lovett presents a powerful theory of the rule of law and its connection to freedom and social
justice.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$167.95NZD $

Efrén O. Pérez
HB $135.009781107133730 Unspoken Politics

This book offers a comprehensive look at the conceptualization, measurement, and political impacts
of implicit attitudes.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$148.95NZD $

Edited by T. V. Paul
HB $185.009781107134041 Accommodating Rising Powers

Addresses how to accommodate and integrate rising powers peacefully into the international order in
the nuclear and globalized age.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Russell Crandall
HB $155.009781107134591 The Salvador Option

This book offers a thorough and fair-minded interpretation of the role of the United States in El
Salvador's civil war.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

H. Zeynep Bulutgil
HB $155.009781107135864 The Roots of Ethnic Cleansing in Europe

Brings together arguments focussing on domestic and international factors to offer a coherent theory
of the causes of ethnic cleansing.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Alberto Diaz-Cayeros , Federico Estévez , Beatriz Magaloni
HB $155.009781107140288 The Political Logic of Poverty Relief

The Political Logic of Poverty Relief places electoral politics and institutional design at the core of
poverty alleviation.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Vincent Pouliot
HB $195.009781107143432 International Pecking Orders

Argues that diplomacy is structured by a largely unspoken hierarchy of standing, which practitioners
refer to as the 'pecking order'.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$210.95NZD $Firm sale only

Roger Karapin
PB $43.959781107425545 Political Opportunities for Climate Policy

This book examines the causes of effective climate policies in the US, through statistical analysis and
three longitudinal case studies.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$48.95NZD $

Edited by R. Michael Alvarez
PB $52.959781107518414 Computational Social Science

This book provides an overview of cutting-edge approaches to computational social science.
Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$58.95NZD $

Barbara Koremenos
PB $59.959781107561441 The Continent of International Law

This book demonstrates theoretically and empirically how international law's detailed design
provisions help states cooperate despite harsh international political realities.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$64.95NZD $

Edited by Jeffery A. Jenkins , Eric M. Patashnik
PB $52.959781107565555 Congress and Policy Making in the 21st Century

Leading political scientists analyze how Congress tackles - and fails to tackle - national challenges,
from health care to immigration.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$58.95NZD $
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Edited by Swen Hutter , Edgar Grande , Hanspeter Kriesi
PB $68.959781107568303 Politicising Europe

Maps and explains how and why European integration has become politicised.
Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$74.95NZD $

Efrén O. Pérez
PB $45.959781107591219 Unspoken Politics

This book offers a comprehensive look at the conceptualization, measurement, and political impacts
of implicit attitudes.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$50.95NZD $

Edited by T. V. Paul
PB $65.959781107592230 Accommodating Rising Powers

Addresses how to accommodate and integrate rising powers peacefully into the international order in
the nuclear and globalized age.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$72.95NZD $

Joseph Sassoon
PB $56.959781107618312 Anatomy of Authoritarianism in the Arab Republics

Examines the system of authoritarianism in eight Arab republics, including life under these regimes
and the mechanisms underpinning their resilience.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$61.95NZD $

Ho-Won Jeong
PB $54.959781107651487 International Negotiation

An in-depth introduction to negotiation, drawing on numerous real-world examples. Accompanied by
a rich suite of online resources.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$59.95NZD $

Russell Crandall
PB $60.959781316500644 The Salvador Option

This book offers a thorough and fair-minded interpretation of the role of the United States in El
Salvador's civil war.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$67.95NZD $

Vincent Pouliot
PB $59.959781316507766 International Pecking Orders

Argues that diplomacy is structured by a largely unspoken hierarchy of standing, which practitioners
refer to as the 'pecking order'.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$64.95NZD $

Edited by Peter K. Smith , Keumjoo Kwak , Yuichi Toda
HB $185.009781107031890 School Bullying in Different Cultures

The first volume to bring together perspectives on school bullying from a range of Eastern as well as
Western countries.

Psychology

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Gerben A. van Kleef
HB $165.009781107048249 The Interpersonal Dynamics of Emotion

Emotional expressions are omnipresent, but how do they influence us? This book highlights the
pervasive interpersonal effects of emotions.

Psychology

AUD $
$178.95NZD $

Michalinos Zembylas , Constadina Charalambous , Panayiota Charalambous
HB $160.009781107057456 Peace Education in a Conflict-Affected Society

Multilayered analysis of how the dynamics of local politics, emotions, discourses and classroom
practices can shape peace education initiatives.

Psychology

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Edited by James C. Kaufman , John Baer
HB $190.009781107079571 Creativity and Reason in Cognitive Development

This book explores ways that the development of reasoning skills and the development of creativity
impact one another.

Psychology

AUD $
$205.95NZD $Firm sale only
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J. E. R. Staddon
HB $245.009781107082472 Adaptive Behavior and Learning

Summarizes the current state of both theoretical and experimental knowledge about learning in
animals.

Psychology

AUD $
$269.95NZD $Firm sale only

Arnold Lewis Glass
HB $160.009781107088313 Cognition

Drawing on a modern neurocognitive framework, this full-color textbook introduces the entire field of
cognition in an engaging narrative.

Psychology

AUD $
$172.95NZD $

Martijn van Zomeren
HB $160.009781107093799 From Self to Social Relationships

Martijn van Zomeren develops 'selvations theory', and proposes that human motivation is based
around changes in social relationships.

Psychology

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Edited by C. Raymond Knee , Harry T. Reis
HB $165.009781107102743 Positive Approaches to Optimal Relationship Development

Integrates recent theoretical and empirical research on facilitating the optimal development of close
relationships.

Psychology

AUD $
$178.95NZD $

Yrjö Engeström
HB $175.009781107105201 Studies in Expansive Learning

A conceptual and practical toolkit for creating learning processes with the help of interventions in
workplaces, schools and communities.

Psychology

AUD $
$189.95NZD $

Edited by James C. Kaufman , John Baer
PB $62.959781107438835 Creativity and Reason in Cognitive Development

This book explores ways that the development of reasoning skills and the development of creativity
impact one another.

Psychology

AUD $
$67.95NZD $

J. E. R. Staddon
PB $115.009781107442900 Adaptive Behavior and Learning

Summarizes the current state of both theoretical and experimental knowledge about learning in
animals.

Psychology

AUD $
$126.95NZD $

St George Lane Fox Pitt
PB $47.959781316601655 The Purpose of Education

First published in 1916, this book presents an examination of the role and methodology of education.
Psychology

AUD $
$51.95NZD $

Edited by Tarmo Toom
HB $155.009781107066557 Patristic Theories of Biblical Interpretation

This volume offers a thorough analysis of Latin patristic hermeneutics, covering early church authors
who explicitly discussed the subject.

Religion

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Joshua Ezra Burns
HB $160.009781107120471 The Christian Schism in Jewish History and Jewish Memory

Burns describes the birth of Christianity as a function of the Jewish past, surveying a range of ancient
evidences.

Religion

AUD $
$172.95NZD $

Susan Wessel
HB $160.009781107125100 Passion and Compassion in Early Christianity

This book examines how early Christians cultivated affective compassion as a virtue in a Roman
world that valued emotional tranquillity.

Religion

AUD $
$172.95NZD $
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David Weisburd , John E. Eck , Anthony A. Braga , Cody W. Telep , Breanne Cave , Kate
Bowers , Gerben Bruinsma , Charlotte Gill , Elizabeth Groff , Julie Hibdon , Joshua C. Hinkle
, Shane D. Johnson , Brian Lawton , Cynthia Lum , Jerry Ratcliffe , George Rengert , Travis
Taniguchi , Sue-Ming Yang

HB $155.009781107029521 Place Matters

The book summarizes what we know about crime and place, and provides an agenda for future
research in this area.

Sociology

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

David Weisburd , John E. Eck , Anthony A. Braga , Cody W. Telep , Breanne Cave , Kate
Bowers , Gerben Bruinsma , Charlotte Gill , Elizabeth Groff , Julie Hibdon , Joshua C. Hinkle
, Shane D. Johnson , Brian Lawton , Cynthia Lum , Jerry Ratcliffe , George Rengert , Travis
Taniguchi , Sue-Ming Yang

PB $45.959781107609495 Place Matters

The book summarizes what we know about crime and place, and provides an agenda for future
research in this area.

Sociology

AUD $
$50.95NZD $

Tore Schweder , Nils Lid Hjort
HB $120.009780521861601 Confidence, Likelihood, Probability

This is the first book to develop a methodology of confidence distributions, with a lively mix of theory,
illustrations, applications and exercises.

Statistics and
probability

AUD $
$132.95NZD $

Sharon Lawner Weinberg , Sarah Knapp Abramowitz
PB $130.009781107461222 Statistics Using IBM SPSS

A clear, lively and data-centric introduction to statistics with integrated SPSS (version 22) commands.
Features a new chapter on research design.

Statistics and
probability

AUD $
$143.95NZD $

J. F. Steffensen
PB $23.959781316601914 Some Recent Researches in the Theory of Statistics and Actuarial Science

Originally published in 1930, this book provides a concise discussion of the relationship between
theoretical statistics and actuarial science.

Statistics and
probability

AUD $
$25.95NZD $
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